To our knowledge we present the first experiments with a fully reflective external-cavity quantumcascade laser system at mid-infrared wavelengths for use as a local oscillator in a heterodyne receiver. The performance of the presented setup was investigated using absorption spectroscopy as well as heterodyne techniques. Tunability over ≈30 cm −1 at 1130 cm −1 was demonstrated using a grating spectrometer. A continuous tuning range of 0:28 cm −1 was verified by observing the spectra of an internally coupled confocal Fabry-Pérot interferometer and the absorption lines of gas phase SO 2 . In a second step the output from the system was used as a local oscillator signal for a heterodyne setup. We show that spectral stability and side mode suppression are excellent and that a compact external-cavity quantumcascade laser system is well suited to be used as a local oscillator in infrared heterodyne spectrometers.
Introduction
Heterodyne spectroscopy in the mid-infrared (MIR) wavelength regime is a powerful tool for atmospheric and astronomical studies because it allows measurements with extremely high spectral resolution compared with direct detection [1] . The resolving power ν=Δν can reach values larger than 10 6 using this method. For example, ground-based heterodyne high-resolution observations of molecular transitions of CO 2 in the mesosphere of Mars have been used to measure zonal winds [2] . To allow for good coverage of molecular transitions, the lasers used as a local oscillator (LO) also have to cover large portions of the MIR region ranging from 3 to 30 μm wavelength. A number of molecules without a permanent dipole moment, such as molecular hydrogen or methane, can be observed at these frequencies.
A critical point in the desired broadband operation is the availability of suitable laser LO sources. The demands on the lasers to qualify as a LO are quite challenging: a narrow linewidth of <1 MHz, continuous wave (cw) emission, high-frequency stability, and an optical output power of ≥5 mW. In the case of solid-state lasers, it is necessary to tune the laser continuously over a few gigahertz to allow for an absolute frequency calibration. Also for heterodyne systems the side mode suppression of the laser is crucial for operation as a LO. For example, if the recording of the intermediate frequency (IF) is done with an acousto-optical spectrometer (AOS) [3] , spurious emission on parasitic modes should be suppressed by more than −70 dB to avoid restrictions in the data acquisition process [4] .
CO 2 lasers fulfill these criteria and have been used in most MIR heterodyne systems. However, such lasers are constricted in wavelength to the molecular transitions of the laser gas, which allow observations in only a small portion of the 9-12 μm range. In the Cologne tunable heterodyne infrared spectrometer (THIS) [5] , tunable diode lasers (TDL) were used in the 1990s to extend the wavelength coverage [6] . Since the advent of quantum-cascade lasers (QCL) in 1994 [7] , it became clear that QCLs are preferable over TDLs as LOs due to their increased optical power and noise suppression, which results in a higher sensitivity of the spectrometer.
The use of QCLs as LOs opens new spectral regions to exploration, but due to the requirement of single-mode emission, to our knowledge only QCLs with distributed feedback (DFB) structures have been used successfully so far [8] . These DFB structures cause the laser to emit single-frequency radiation but constrain the total laser tuning range to a few wavenumbers. Intrinsically the gain profile of a MIR QCL is much larger. However, this broad gain profile cannot be used in a DFB QCL.
A possible solution to combine the advantages of DFB QCLs as LOs with an increased total tuning range is the operation of a Fabry-Pérot (FP) QCL in an external cavity (EC), which serves as an additional mode selector. The concept of ECs has been known for many years and was mostly applied to lasers in the visible and near-infrared (NIR) region. It has also been applied to pulsed and cw QCLs in the MIR [9, 10] . Wysocki et al. [11] also showed that EC QCLs can be used to build a high-resolution spectrometer with a continuously tuning range of more than one wavenumber and a coarse total tuning range of more than 30 wavenumbers at ≈1940 cm −1 . The broadband tuning capabilities of such systems are only limited by the gain profile of the QCL, which can be manufactured to be very large. For example, Maulini et al. [12] demonstrated an EC QCL system with an extremely large total tuning range from 8.2 to 10:4 μm using a QCL chip with a heterogeneous gain profile. This shows the great potential of EC QCL systems for applications in spectroscopy.
Here we report our recent results in developing broadband LOs suitable for IR-heterodyne applications. The THIS covers the MIR regime from 7 to 13 μm using a QCL as a LO, and an extension to 17 μm is currently under development. The EC system described in this paper will greatly improve the wavelength coverage of the THIS.
External Cavity

A. Experimental Setup
The EC setup is depicted in Fig. 1 . Frequency selective feedback is achieved using a diffraction grating in a Littrow configuration. The FP QCL used in this experiment was provided by C. Sirtori (University of Paris VII) [cw, no antireflection (AR) coating on the output facet (approximately 15 μm × 25 μm), LN 2 cooled, operating current from 0.381 to ∼1:8 A, laser chip length 2 mm, and maximum optical output power of ∼400 mW]. From previous experiments we determined the linewidth of similar devices to be well below the desired 1 MHz [2] . The EC setup contains collimating optics and a grating providing feedback and wavelength selection. The total EC optical path length, from the laser chip to the grating, is 5:5 cm.
To collimate the laser beam we use an off-axis parabolic mirror (OAP) (f ¼ 30 mm and a diameter of 35 mm). The advantages of a mirror compared with a lens is the wavelength independence of the focal length and small reflection losses.
The grating (150 grooves=mm and blazed for a wavelength of 10:6 μm on a 25 mm × 25 mm substrate from Laser Components) reflects the first-order diffraction with absolute efficiency, i.e., the percentage of incident monochromatic radiation with the polarization of theẼ vector perpendicular to the grooves of the grating that is diffracted into the first-order of ∼95% and is mounted on a rotary stage. The rotary stage itself is mounted on a piezo-controlled linear translation stage (piezo actuator Model PX-100 from Piezosystem Jena), which provides a total travel range of 100 μm to tune the optical length of the EC. The additional mirror M (see Fig. 1 ), which is parallel to the grating and mounted on the same rotary stage, is required to ensure a fixed direction of the output beam.
To analyze the EC QCL performance, the output beam from the EC is sent through an internally coupled FP interferometer, a gas cell, and a grating monochromator. A detailed description of the measurements can be found in Section 3.
B. Condition for Single-Mode Laser Emission
A FP QCL at MIR or shorter wavelengths shows a multimode emission spectrum. This spectrum is discrete because the FP QCL chip acts as a cavity between the front and the back facets and therefore represents a frequency selective element. The longitudinal mode spacing of the multimode spectrum, given in wavenumber units (cm −1 ), is determined by the optical path length l QCL of the laser chip cavity, according to where FSR is the free spectral range, n is the index of refraction of the laser material, and l QCL is the length of the laser cavity given in centimeters. The optical path length in the laser chip is mainly controlled by the device temperature, which can be varied with changing laser current or the external heating of the QCL. For single-mode emission additional frequency selection is required. One possible solution is the use of an EC. In this case the complete laser system can be interpreted as the FP QCL cavity coupled with the EC. The principle of the frequency selection with such a setup is shown in a simplified way in Fig. 2 . Figure 2 (a) schematically shows all allowed internal modes of the FP QCL, which oscillate simultaneously without additional feedback from the EC. Like the FP QCL chip, the EC has its own FSR EC [shown in Fig. 2(b) ], which is defined by the optical path length l EC between the front facet of the chip and the grating. The laser will oscillate on the mode with the smallest loss, i.e., on the internal mode of the laser that is closest to an EC mode. Further wavelength selection is provided by the grating because the first-order diffraction from the grating is used as optical feedback. The frequencydependent gain is shown in Fig. 2(c) . The width of this gain curve is determined by the resolution of the grating. The laser coupled with the EC therefore emits only at the FP QCL mode with the maximum gain, which is shown in Fig. 2(b) .
An essential requirement for maximum efficiency of the EC is precise mode matching between laser and EC. This involves avoiding imaging errors as well as the optimum match of laser and EC beam parameters. For cavity matching the effect of the metallic surface of the OAP on the light polarization is negligible compared to the misalignment of the optical system. Our calculations, using Gaussian optics and the ray transfer matrices, show that the positioning accuracy of the collimating optics (in our case the OAP) is very critical. Figure 3 shows the coupling efficiency versus the position of the collimating optics while all the other elements of the EC are fixed. δa represents the translation offset of the chip along the principal axis from the focus of the OAP. One can see that small variations of the alignment of the order of a few micrometers cause significant deterioration of performance. Although single-mode emission is already achieved with very poor feedback, i.e., at very poor alignment accuracy, the tuning behavior of the EC QCL becomes irreproducible and thus extremely unreliable. Consequently one has to minimize aberrations, which are mainly due to the misalignment of the collimating optics. In a first step a commercial IR camera (Model PV320 from Electrophysics) is used to correct the position of the OAP by investigating the beam profile after reflection off the parabolic mirror. The three translation stages are used to adjust the position of the OAP until a clean beam profile is observed, as shown in Fig. 4 . In a second step the grating angle and position, together with the OAP position, are adjusted to minimize the laser current threshold. This second correction of the alignment is of the order of a few micrometers and is required to ensure an optimized feedback and mode matching. This is consistent with the predicted behavior from the above calculations. We were able to reduce the laser current threshold by 10% compared with operating the QCL without the EC. This strategy results in a reproducible performance of the EC QCL. 
Results
A. Frequency Tuning Ability of the External Cavity
For coarse frequency selection among the internal modes, one has to change the grating angle by 0:028°to shift the gain curve by one FSR QCL of 0:68 cm −1 at 1130 cm −1 . This was verified using a grating monochromator. Figure 5 (a) presents the selected single-mode frequency versus the grating angle. The single-mode emission at the corresponding grating angles is also shown in Fig. 5(b) (gray curve) . For the purpose of comparison, Fig. 5(b) also shows all internal FP modes of the QCL (black curve), which are oscillating simultaneously without any feedback applied. Because of the precise alignment of the optics, the global tuning range exceeds the free running spectral width. The total frequency tuning range is ∼30 cm −1 . The optical output power for every selected single mode is equivalent to ∼10% optical power of the multimode emission without EC. Sufficient feedback quality guarantees equal optical output power for the FP QCL longitudinal modes over the whole tuning range.
To allow fine frequency tuning without mode hops, both the laser current and the EC length have to be changed at the same time. For this purpose we simultaneously sweep the cavity length via a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) and the laser current using a frequency generator. The maximum tuning range is ∼1:85 cm −1 at an emission frequency of 1130 cm −1 corresponding to the full travel range of the PZT. The synchronization is achieved via an adjustable voltage divider. To determine the amplification factor, the mode hops visible in the output power are observed. The correct settings are finally verified by observing the fringes from an internally coupled confocal FP interferometer (ICFPI) [13] with a FSR of 300 MHz and the transmission seen through a 10 cm long gas cell filled with SO 2 . Figure 6 (a) shows the ICFPI fringes produced while tuning the EC QCL frequency. Using the FSR ICFPI we measured a mode-hop free tuning range of 8:6 GHz (0:28 cm −1 ), which is equal to ∼40% of the FSR QCL . The tuning range can be extended to cover the whole FSR QCL by further improving the cavity design, but this is not required for our application as a LO. To select any frequency within the whole gain profile of the laser, one has to vary the operating laser current ( Δν ΔI ¼ −0:0038 cm −1 =mA) to get gap-free coverage of the FSR QCL . A part of the radiation is reflected off a beam splitter and guided through a SO 2 gas cell. Recorded absorption spectra are compared to the HITRAN database to determine the emission frequency range. Figure 6 (b) shows a spectrum at 1151:2 cm −1 .
B. Heterodyne Measurements
In a second test we investigated the presence of parasitic EC modes with our heterodyne system THIS by using the EC QCL as a LO without additional stabilization. Once the emission frequency of the laser is set, i.e., keeping all three wavelength selective elements constant, which is in contrast to molecular spectroscopy where the laser is tuned during the measurement, the emission of a blackbody source (T ¼ 673 K) is detected through a gas cell filled with SO 2 . The resulting IF spectrum is analyzed by means of an AOS. The beat note of parasitic and main modes can generate a strong carrier signal in the IF spectrum of the instrument. The EC mode separation depends on the EC length, which was 5:5 cm in our case. A possible beat frequency from a parasitic mode is expected at 2:7 GHz, which is well within the 3:3 GHz IF bandwidth of the spectrometer. The measurement shown in the inset of Fig. 7 does not show such a beat signal. From the spectra we estimated a minimum detectable temperature of 1:4 K. Applying the radiometer formula we obtain a system temperature of 24000 K. The detectable signal power P sys for a heterodyne system [14] is defined by
where the factor of 2 results from the double sideband detection, and δ Res is the resolution bandwidth of the filters in the back end, i.e., 1:4 MHz in our case.
Comparing the detectable signal power P sys with the LO power of 1 mW results in a side mode suppression well below −80 dB. The molecular line signals are clearly visible in the double sideband spectrum in the vicinity of 1136 cm −1 (see Fig. 7 ). The quality of the observed spectrum indicates that no mode hops occurred during the time of integration since, already, small changes in the LO power would distort the spectrum.
Conclusion
To our knowledge we present the first fully reflective EC laser system using a FP QCL without AR coating. The current prototype provides a total frequency tuning range of up to 30 cm −1 and a continuous mode-hop free frequency tuning range up to 0:28 cm −1 at λ ¼ 8:9 μm that is sufficient for single line detection. Heterodyne measurements show that the side mode suppression is well below −80 dB, which can be estimated from the system sensitivity.
This side mode suppression is due mainly to the higher selectivity of the QCL cavity without an AR coating, which suppresses oscillations of nearby EC modes. Therefore the setup would certainly not benefit from an AR-coated laser chip unless one inserts additional selective elements in the EC.
The reproducible performance of our prototype EC QCL allows the application as a LO in MIR heterodyne spectrometers and will significantly improve the accessible wavelength range in comparison with the DFB QCLs used so far. The fine tuning of the EC QCL allows additional frequency stabilization of the laser by a feedback loop, so long-term signal accumulation over several hours is possible. The EC QCL will be integrated into the THIS and groundbased observations of SO 2 at 8:7 μm to study the dynamic properties of Jupiter's moon, Io, are planned for 2008.
Our LO system is also usable as a radiation source for laboratory spectroscopy, especially where high optical output power, high-frequency resolution, and stability are needed. This work can be a precursor for laser sources in cavity ringdown spectroscopy, photoacoustic spectroscopy, or two-photon experiments.
